
AEU Assembly PlanningCommittee 

Proposal for 2021 Assembly 
 

Motion, recommended by the AEU Board of 
Directors:  

 
The 2021 Assembly shall take place virtually,  at which time delegates will be 
asked to vote on the format for the Assembly going forward.  Meanwhile, the 
AEU will encourage and offer logistic support for regional gatherings as is 
feasible and safe. 

 

Background: 
Delegates to the 2019 Assembly in Tampa voted not to have a traditional style assembly in 2020 but 
rather to incorporate it into the World Humanist Congress.  That Congress has been canceled due  to the 
COVID-19 epidemic, and the AEU will be having a Virtual Assembly on August 1.  
 
The 2019 Delegates also voted that the decision regarding the format of the 2021 Assembly would be 
determined at the 2020 Assembly.  With the continued uncertainty of public health and safety in the midst 
of an epidemic that is not yet under control, the decision to have a virtual Assembly in 2021 now pushes 
the decision regarding the next in-person Assembly forward another year. 

Options for 2022: 
1. Virtual Assembly 
2. Traditional Assembly format 
3. New type of Assembly, possibly with a more retreat-like format 

What a Retreat-Style Assembly Might Look Like: 
One of the ideas discussed at the 2019 Assembly for the 2021 Assembly was to incorporate a more 
family-friendly retreat-like format.  The goal of the Assembly Planning Committee was to try to develop 
that suggested format into a proposal, now presented for Assembly 2022. 
 



In preparing its plan, the APC stripped away all traditional ancillary events and programs to determine the 
essentials.  That decision excluded all councils and boards and subgroups of the AEU in an attempt to find 
a framework that would incorporate a retreat-like event with space for families to participate.  The 
resulting plan was based on the following assumptions:  
 

● Affordability for families may include a number of factors, but the single factor under the 
Committee’s control is the recommendation that the 2022 Assembly be held in an area near the 
AEU core, i.e, more east and north than recent meetings.  Such a location could assist families in 
attending by making transportation costs more affordable.  The downside is that facility rental 
rates in the Northeast tend to be very high.  In addition, the ongoing epidemic of COVID-19 is 
currently complicating contractual and business aspects of meeting planning.  

● The retreat concept offers the opportunity to include elements of the Lay Leadership Training that 
is currently unavailable for AEU.  Comments from attendees regarding previous Assemblies led 
the Committee to consider that more free time in the meeting agenda would allow for networking 
among members and Society representatives.  The result was a focus on morning meetings for 
content and afternoon time for both structured and unstructured “free” time. 

● The Committee perceived the strong desire to add family-friendly programming to Assembly 
2022, but noted the complexity of planning for age groups with different levels of development. 
Three age cohorts were identified as needing age-appropriate programming and adult supervision 
when meeting separately from their parents:  pre-K to K; primary; middle.  The Committee felt 
that high school age participants should join the adult programs.  Such programming would 
require extra facility space, additional personnel, and specialized program planning (including 
supplies and equipment). 

 
The APC has attempted to sketch out a  rough plan of what a retreat-like format might look like.   This 
will require extensive modification as specific plans are made for the 2022 meeting.  This is what a 
three-day retreat might look like. 
 
Day One 
 

Friday Track 1 - youth - 3 
sections 

Track 2 - lay leadership Track 3 - social justice 

pre-morning Coffee 

 Plenary - opening and welcome 

morning Values education Ethical Culture Topical Concerns 

lunch All-age, venue-appropriate (Anna Garlin Spencer Awards?) 

afternoon crafts/creative/not 
free/structure 

crafts/creative/free/opti
onal activity 

crafts/creative/interest 
groups 

dinner All age, venue-appropriate 



evening Intergenerational entertainment 

 
Track 1 will have three sections in the morning for the three younger groups of attendees, necessitating 
staffing and programming for all three sections.   The afternoon session is, now, tba.  It may involve some 
structured event that allows parents to participate in the other tracks.  Intergenerational entertainment 
represented space for entertainment, whether formally presented by an “entertainer” or derived from 
group participation in games, dancing, or other activity. 
 
Track 2 will focus on developing lay leadership in the morning.  The afternoon’s “free” time will allow 
parents to interact with their children in a structured activity or to participate in an optional (not 
necessarily cost free) event or simply to take some independent free time.  The evening events, again, 
may be intergenerational and involve entertainment. 
 
Track 3 will focus on topical concerns related to social justice as determined by the theme of the 
conference.  In the afternoon, various interest groups (immigration, antiracism, climate action, etc.) may 
meet to share ideas and plans.  
 
Day Two 
 

Saturday Track 1 - youth Track 2 Track 3 

pre-morning Coffee 

morning Values education Ethical Humanism Topical Issues 

lunch (NES Report?) 

afternoon crafts/creative Business discussions (for Delegates and interested 
attendees) 
Free or creative time for others 

dinner Families 

evening Elliott-Black (movie or alternative event for children) 

 
Day Two resumes as before with consideration needed for the annual NES luncheon (which is required at 
the annual Assembly)  and the Elliott-Black award (which is usually presented at every Assembly).  
  



 
Day Three 
 

Sunday Track 1 - youth Track 2 - adult 

pre-morning food 

First morning Values education Assembly 

Second morning Platform 

Noon Farewell luncheon 

 
Day Three shows alternate programming for children while delegates attend Assembly. The Committee 
assumes that all ages will attend the platform, but understands that there may be a need for alternate 
programming for younger children. 
 
If a decision is made to exclude the youth programming due to cost or logistical or liability issues, the 
remainder of the program plan can continue.  The innovation of extended “free” time remains a change 
from previous Assemblies and will allow for some additional networking among individuals and groups. 
It will also allow for some organic development of program ideas from members as they are given space 
and time to engage with their fellows.  
 
Prepared by Carolyn A. Parker 
Co-Chair/AEU APC/2021 
March 12, 2020 (revised 6/24 and 28/2020) 


